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Section 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Overview 
 
This document contains instructions for installation and operation of the Community Satellite 
Processing Package (CSPP) release of the NOAA/NESDIS/STAR Microwave integrated 
Retrieval System (MiRS) software for retrieving atmospheric profiles and surface properties 
from direct broadcast NOAA-18,-19 and Metop-A,-B,-C AMSU-A/MHS Level 1B data and 
NOAA-20 and Suomi-NPP ATMS SDR data. MiRS is led by Quanhua (Mark) Liu and Chris 
Grassotti at the NOAA NESDIS Center for Satellite Applications and Research (STAR). This 
CSPP release (CSPP_MIRS) provides MiRS version 11.8 adapted and tested for operation in a 
real-time direct broadcast environment. The software contains binary executable files and 
supporting static data files. A separate test data package can be downloaded for verifying a 
successful installation.  NOAA-18 MHS began to experience problems on 20-Oct-2018 and is 
unsupported beyond that date.  Metop-A instruments were switched off on 15-Nov-2021. 
 
The CSPP_MIRS software is available from the CSPP website: 
 
https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/cspp/ 
 
Software, test data, and documentation may be downloaded from this web site. Please use the 
‘Contact Us’ form on the website to submit any questions or comments about CSPP. Source 
code for the MiRS package is not included in this release. Source code can be provided upon 
receipt of a signed NOAA license agreement available (download the “access request form”) 
from: 
 
https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/mirs/download.php 
 
For more information on MiRS, please visit:  https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/mirs. 
 
1.2 What’s New? 
 
CSPP_MIRS v3.0 is the first release of MiRS v11.8, (the previous release, CSPP_MIRS v2.4, 
was built atop MiRS v11.6) and a significant departure from previous versions by implementing 
and delivering the MiRS algorithm within a Singularity container. There have also been updates 
to the SFR algorithm, consult CSPP_MIRS_3_0/docs/MIRS_Delivery_Memo.pdf for details. 
 
1.3 System requirements 
 
System requirements for the CSPP_MIRS v3.0 software are as follows: 

• Singularity version 3.7.3 or above ( https://apptainer.org/ ) soon to become Apptainer. 
• Intel or AMD CPU with 64-bit instruction support, 
• 8 GB RAM 
• CentOS-7.9 64-bit Linux; the software has also been tested on Rocky Linux release 8.5, 
• 2 GB of disk space (plus space for your own DB data and CSPP_MIRS products). 

Linux terminal commands included in these instructions assume that the bash shell is used. 
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1.4 Implementation Notes 
 
The directory/file structure of CSPP_MIRS_3_0 (pruned for the purposes of this document) is 
shown below: 
 
 
CSPP_MIRS_3_0/ 
|-- bin    CSPP provided binary utilities 
|-- docs    NOAA documentation 
|-- mirs.sif   Container comprising MiRS algorithm and static ancillary data 
|-- scripts   CSPP environment and wrapper scripts 
`-- version.txt 
 
 
The CSPP_MIRS wrapper script run_mirs.bash creates a temporary working directory for 
each run. The directory structures and files referred to in the NOAA MiRS documentation are 
duplicated in this temporary working directory. At the end of processing, data products are 
moved out of the temporary working directory and, optionally but by default, the temporary 
directory is removed.  NOAA MiRS documents referenced in this installation guide are available 
in the CSPP_MIRS_3_0/docs directory of the software distribution. 
 
 
1.5 Input Data Requirements  
 
CSPP_MIRS produces single Field-of-View (FOV) retrievals from input AMSU-A/MHS Level 1B 
data and from ATMS SDR calibrated/geolocated data. Metop-A/B/C and NOAA-18/19 retrievals 
are, by default, at the resolution of MHS, and AMSU-A are interpolated to match. Suomi-NPP 
and NOAA-20 retrievals are at the full resolution of ATMS; for details, see section 3.3.1.2 of the 
‘User Manual (MiRS version 11.6)’ (MIRS_Users_Manual.pdf). Table 1 provides information on 
the satellites and instruments supported by the CSPP_MIRS software, as well as the required 
input files and their naming conventions. 
 

Table 1: CSPP_MIRS satellite input data file requirements. 
Satellite Instrument Direct Broadcast 

Processing Software 
Required input: Example Filenames 
(Direct Broadcast form) 

Suomi-NPP ATMS CSPP SDR v3.3+ 
(or IDPS SDR)  

Radiance, antenna temperature, geolocation: 
SATMS_npp*.h5, TATMS_npp*.h5, GATMO_npp*.h5 

NOAA-20 ATMS CSPP SDR v3.3+ 
(or IDPS SDR) 

Radiance, antenna temperature, geolocation: 
SATMS_j01*.h5, TATMS_j01*.h5, GATMO_j01*.h5 

NOAA-18* AMSUA-A 
+ MHS 

AAPP v8+ Level 1B: 
amsual1b_noaa18*.l1b, mhsl1b_noaa18*.l1b 

NOAA-19 AMSUA-A 
+ MHS 

AAPP v8+ Level 1B:  
amsual1b_noaa19*.l1b, mhsl1b_noaa19*.l1b 

Metop-A* AMSUA-A 
+ MHS 

AAPP v8+ Level 1B: 
amsual1b_M02*.l1b, mhsl1b_M02*.l1b 

Metop-B AMSUA-A 
+ MHS 

AAPP v8+ Level 1B: 
amsual1b_M01*.l1b, mhsl1b_M01*.l1b 

Metop-C AMSUA-A 
+ MHS 

AAPP v8+ Level 1B: 
amsual1c_M03*.l1b, mhsl1c_M03*.l1c 

 
* WARNING: The NOAA-18 MHS instrument began experiencing problems on 20 Oct 2018 and 
is not supported after this event.  Metop-A instruments were switched off on 15 Nov 2021. 
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CSPP is the Community Satellite Processing Package and in this instance refers to the SDR 
generating components of CSPP: 
 https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/cspp/ 

IDPS is the Interface Data Processing Segment developed by Raytheon Intelligence and 
Information Systems. SNPP products created by IDPS are available from the CLASS archive: 
 https://www.class.noaa.gov/ 

AAPP is the ATOVS (Advanced TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder) and AVHRR (Advanced 
High Resolution Radiometer) Processing Package distributed by the Met Office: 
 https://www.nwpsaf.eu/site/software/aapp 

Note that support for DMSP F-16, F-17, F-18 and Megha-Tropiques SAPHIR has not been 
enabled or tested in this CSPP_MIRS release. 
 
 
Dynamic Ancillary Data 
 
The SnowFall Rate (SFR) product (and associated Prob_SF="Probability of falling snow”) is the 
only product that requires dynamic ancillary data in the form of Global Forecast System (GFS) 
NWP GRIB2 model files. There is a flag that can be provided to the main run script (--noSFR) 
that will prevent the SFR product from being created, and hence not fetch any ancillary data.  
 
SFR is available for all supported missions except Metop-A and NOAA-18. The specific GFS 
files used are 0.5 degree spatial resolution files that comprise 3-hourly forecast times based off 
6-hourly analyses. If needed, they are, by default, automatically downloaded from the CSPP 
ancillary data server at: 
 

http://jpssdb.ssec.wisc.edu/cspp_v_2_0/ancillary/ 
 
Two files are needed that bound the data time most closely.  They have names like: 
 
 gfs.t12z.pgrb2.0p50.f006.20200825 
 
 
1.6 Output Products 
 
The MiRS retrieval algorithm creates the following products as described in the ‘MIRS Delivery 
Memorandum Version 11.8’ (CSPP_MIRS_3_0/docs/MIRS_Delivery_Memo.pdf). NOTE: For 
interpretation of quality control fields we refer the reader to section 5.4.2 “Interpretation and 
Usage of Quality Control” in ‘Microwave Integrated Retrieval System (MIRS) User Manual 
(MiRS version 11.6)’ (CSPP_MIRS_3_0/docs/MIRS_Users_Manual.pdf). 
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Official Validated Products for Suomi-NPP, NOAA-18/19, Metop-A/B/C, NOAA-20 
o Temperature profile over open water ocean 
o Humidity profile over open water ocean 
o Humidity Profile over non-coastal Land 
o Total Precipitable Water (TPW) over open water ocean 
o Total Precipitable Water over non-coastal land 
o Land surface temperature 
o Surface Emissivity over land and snow 
o Surface Type Classification 
o Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) 
o Sea Ice Concentration (SIC) 
o Snow Cover Extent (SCE), based on the SWE 
o Vertically-Integrated Non-precipitating Cloud Liquid Water (CLW) over open water ocean 
o Vertically-Integrated Ice Water Path (IWP) 
o Vertically-Integrated Rain Water Path (RWP) 
o Rainfall Rate (RR) over open water ocean and non-coastal, non-snow-covered land 

surface types 
o Effective grain size of snow (over snow-covered land surface)* 
o Multi-Year (MY) Type Sea Ice Concentration* 
o First-Year (FY) Type Sea Ice Concentration* 
o Snow fall rate and Probability of falling snow (SFR and Prob_SF)** 

 
*Note that FY and MY Sea Ice Concentration, as well as Snow Grain Size are not officially 
operational, but preliminary products, which is a higher maturity level than experimental status. 
**Note that snowfall rate is not produced for Metop-A and NOAA-18. 
 
Experimental Products (not validated) 
The following products are also produced experimentally for NOAA-18, NOAA-19, Metop-A, 
Metop-B, Metop-C, Suomi-NPP, and NOAA-20. Note that they lack a thorough validation due to 
the absence of reliable ground truth measurements. These are made available to users for the 
purpose of evaluating their usefulness. 

o Cloud Liquid Water Profile (CLWP) over ocean. 
o Surface Temperature (skin) extended to snow-covered land surface type 
o Surface Temperature (skin) extended to open ocean water  

 
 
1.7 Disclaimer 
 
Original scripts and automation included as part of this package are distributed under the GNU 
GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE agreement version 3. Binary executable files included as part of 
this software package are copyrighted and licensed by their respective organizations, and 
distributed consistent with their licensing terms. 
 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison Space Science and Engineering Center (SSEC) makes no 
warranty of any kind with regard to the CSPP software or any accompanying documentation, 
including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular 
purpose. SSEC does not indemnify any infringement of copyright, patent, or trademark through 
the use or modification of this software. 
 
There is no expressed or implied warranty made to anyone as to the suitability of this software 
for any purpose. All risk of use is assumed by the user. Users agree not to hold SSEC, the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, or any of its employees or assigns liable for any 
consequences resulting from the use of the CSPP software. 
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Section 2: Installation and Configuration 
 
2.1 Overview 
 
This software package contains the CSPP_MIRS microwave sensor retrieval system based on 
the NOAA MiRS version 11.8 software bundled as a stand-alone processing package. NOAA 
documents including the MiRS User’s Manual and Interface Control Document are included with 
this distribution, containing detailed information about the processing system, including input, 
output, static and semi-static data files. 
 
 
2.2 Installation of CSPP_MIRS Software 
 
Download the following file from the CSPP website (https://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/cspp/) 
 
CSPP_MIRS_V3.0.tar 
 
Install the software as shown below (a new directory named CSPP_MIRS_3_0 will be created): 
 
tar -xf CSPP_MIRS_V3.0.tar 
 
Set the CSPP_MIRS_HOME environment variable to the name of the directory where CSPP_MIRS 
is installed, and execute the CSPP MIRS environment script as shown below: 
 
export CSPP_MIRS_HOME=$HOME/CSPP_MIRS_3_0           # Edit for your install directory 
source $CSPP_MIRS_HOME/scripts/cspp_mirs_env.sh 
 
If you wish you can edit cspp_mirs_env.sh to set your installation directory. 
 
 
2.3 Installation of CSPP_MIRS Test Data 
 
Test data files are available in a tar file named CSPP_MIRS_TESTDATA_V3.0.tar.gz.  They 
unpack into a directory named CSPP_MIRS_TESTDATA_3_0 on the command: 
 
tar -xzf CSPP_MIRS_TESTDATA_V3.0.tar.gz 
 
 
 
Section 3: CSPP_MIRS Software 
 
3.1 CSPP_MIRS Driver Script 
 
The principal script is CSPP_MIRS_3_0/scripts/run_mirs.bash. This bash script checks for the 
CSPP_MIRS_HOME environment variable, unsets the stack limit, and then invokes the Perl script 
$CSPP_MIRS_HOME/scripts/run_mirs.pl, which contains all the remaining logic to organize 
MiRS processing. 
 
This logic includes creating a temporary directory, pre-processing input files (which might 
include determining the endian-ness of L1B files and uncompressing and concatenating SDR 
files), copying output netCDF4 files to the designated target directory, and purging the 
temporary directory. 
 
Several command line options are available for run_mirs.bash as shown over: 
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  Options: 
  --version             show program's version number and exit 
  ?, -h, --help         show this help message and exit 
  -n, --nothing         make the PCF and SCS files, but do not execute. 
 
  Mandatory Arguments: 
    At a minimum these arguments must be specified [i.e. no default]. 
 
    -i INPUT_FILES, --input_files=INPUT_FILES 
                        Fully qualified path to input files. May be directory 
                        name, or directory/filemask (use * and ?, not regexp). 
                        Filemasks MUST be "quoted" so OS does NOT expand! 
                        e.g. -i "/dataDir/{GATMO,SATMS,TATMS}_npp*t1823486*.h5" 
                        OR -i "/dataDir/{amsua,mhs}l1b_noaa18_*_1051*l1b" OR 
                        -i "/dataDir/*.{AMA,MHS}X.M2.D13329.S0346.E0529.B*.SV" 
                        (BUT -i /dataDir  really is the simplest way). 
    -s MISSION, --sat=MISSION 
                        The mission satellite data for MiRS algorithm. 
                        Possible values (following MiRS documentation) ... 
                        npp, n18, n19, n20, metopA, metopB, metopC. 
 
  Extra Options: 
    These options may be used to customize behaviour of this program. 
 
    -w WORK_DIR, --work=WORK_DIR 
                        The directory in which all activity will occur, 
                        this is where output files will be put. 
                        [default: current directory]. 
    -d DYNAMIC_ANC, --dynanc=DYNAMIC_ANC 
                        Path to root of dynamic ancillary data tree; beneath 
                        here data are organized as per SSEC remote ancillary 
                        server for CSPP, i.e. %Y_%m_%d_%j where %Y is 4-digit 
                        year, %m is 2-digit month, %d is 2-digit day of month 
                        and %j is 3-digit day of year. 
                        [default: environment var. $CSPP_DYNAMIC_ANCIL_DIR]. 
    -r RES, --resolution=RES 
                        Executes retrieval in RES resolution mode for sensors 
                        aboard n18, n19, metopA, metopB and metopC.  RES is 
                        'HI' or 'LO'.  When 'LO' the higher resolution sensor 
                        (MHS) is aggregated to the lower resolution sensor 
                        (AMSUA) footprint. 'HI' means AMSUA interpolated to 
                        MHS footprint. 
                        [default: 'HI']. 
    -p PROCESSORS, --processors=PROCESSORS 
                        Number of cpus to use for CSPP_MIRS processing. 
                        [default: --processors=1, max is 32]. 
    -b BLOCK, --block=BLOCK 
                        Choose bias correction file for block BLOCK SDRs for 
                        S-NPP and NOAA-20 ATMS only.  Represents ADL Block 1 
                        or Block 2 software version.  ADL block 2 SDRs in 
                        effect from about March 2017. 
                        [default: 2; the only other valid option is 1]. 
    -f, --SFR           Generate SnowFall Rate (SFR).  The only step that 
                        requires ancillary (GFS) data to be fetched, so we 
                        recommended --noSFR if you do not need this product. 
                        [default: --SFR, --noSFR is the contrary option]. 
    -x, --xfiles        Use the NOAA filenames for AMSUA/MHS L1B files 
                        [default: Direct Broadcast filenames]. 
    -v, --verbose       Each occurrence increases verbosity 1 level from 
                        [default: ERROR only] -v=WARNING -vv=INFO -vvv=DEBUG 
    -c, --clean         Deletes temporary working directory under WORK_DIR 
                        at process completion. 
                        [default: --clean; --noclean is the contrary option]. 
    -q, --quarantine    Processing machine is not connected to the web for the 
                        purpose of fetching required dynamic ancillary data. 
                        [default: --noquarantine]. 
    -a, --aggregate     Aggregates npp/n20 ATMS granules into swaths prior 
                        to processing; you ought do this (to counter cross- 
                        granule effects) unless files are already aggregated. 
                        [default: --agg; --noagg is the contrary option]. 
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Examples: 
 
run_mirs.bash -s npp -i /data/atms_sdrs -w /cspp/work -d /CSPP/EDR/anc/cache -vv 
 
run_mirs.bash -s metopB  -i /metop/amsua_mhs -w /metop/output -d /dynamic_anc 
 
run_mirs.bash -s n19 -i /n19/amsua_mhs -d /dynamic_anc --noSFR --noclean 
 
 
An example of NOAA (--xfiles) versus Direct Broadcast names for metopB is shown below: 
 
NOAA (--xfiles) Direct Broadcast (default) 
NSS.AMAX.M1.D18207.S0320.E0332.B3036767.WE amsual1b_M01_20180726_0320_30367.l1b 
NSS.MHSX.M1.D18207.S0320.E0332.B3036767.WE mhsl1b_M01_20180726_0320_30367.l1b 
 
 
3.2 CSPP_MIRS Quick Start 
 
Follow the installation steps in Section 2.2.  If you enter the command … 
 
run_mirs.bash -h 
 
… and are presented with the help screen shown on the previous page, CSPP_MIRS is 
installed and ready to use. 
 
 
3.3 Running CSPP_MIRS Test Cases 
 
We recommend that you verify a correct installation by executing the software on the test cases.  
The verification script that we supply with the test data package will confirm that your installation 
is running correctly.  It will also give some guidance on runtimes for your hardware.  The 
verification script uses 6 CPUs (-p 6) for which a typical runtime is about 10 to 20 
minutes.  (If you do not have 6 idle CPUs, the script will still run, but more slowly).  The script is 
shown below: 
 
 
#!/bin/bash 
rsync -a $CSPP_MIRS_HOME/scripts/mirs_verify.R . 
# run the DB test data and compare to reference 
echo Running n19 ... 
run_mirs.bash -i input -s n19 -d dynanc -w work -p 6 
singularity --silent exec --home $PWD $CSPP_MIRS_HOME/mirs.sif Rscript ./mirs_verify.R \ 
-s n19 -b output -c work 
echo Running npp ... 
run_mirs.bash -i input -s npp -d dynanc -w work -p 6 --noagg 
singularity --silent exec --home $PWD $CSPP_MIRS_HOME/mirs.sif Rscript ./mirs_verify.R \ 
-s npp -b output -c work 
echo Running n20 ... 
run_mirs.bash -i input -s n20 -d dynanc -w work -p 6 --noagg 
singularity --silent exec --home $PWD $CSPP_MIRS_HOME/mirs.sif Rscript ./mirs_verify.R  
-s n20 -b output -c work 
echo Running metopB ... 
run_mirs.bash -i input -s metopB -d dynanc -w work -p 6 
singularity --silent exec --home $PWD $CSPP_MIRS_HOME/mirs.sif Rscript ./mirs_verify.R \ 
-s metopB -b output -c work 
echo Running metopC ... 
run_mirs.bash -i input -s metopC -d dynanc -w work -p 6 
singularity --silent exec --home $PWD $CSPP_MIRS_HOME/mirs.sif Rscript ./mirs_verify.R \ 
-s metopC -b output -c work 
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The reason --noagg is applied to npp & n20 processing in this instance is because GATMO, 
SATMS and TATMS inputs are provided as overpass length files and so aggregating them 
again prior to processing is a waste of time (though it does no harm).  If JPSS data are in the 
form of granules, aggregation prior to processing should be applied, i.e. the default option of  
--aggregate. 
 
After you have unpacked the test data, as shown in Section 2.3, run the verification script in the 
test data directory: 
 
cd CSPP_MIRS_TESTDATA_3_0 
./verify_mirs.bash 
 
Each mission will output a double panel of results similar to the following: 
 
 
Running n20 ... 
Detected singularity version 3.8.5-1.el8 
Done. 
IMG file report 
# A tibble: 9 × 11 
  FIELD              MIN     MAX MISSING  TOTAL  DMIN   M99 MEDIAN  MEAN   P99  DMAX 
  <chr>            <dbl>   <dbl>   <int>  <int> <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> 
1 BT             132.      284.        0 506880     0     0      0     0     0     0 
2 Emis             0.305     1         0 506880     0     0      0     0     0     0 
3 Latitude        24.0      64.9       0  23040     0     0      0     0     0     0 
4 Longitude     -110.      -61.3       0  23040     0     0      0     0     0     0 
5 Qc               0      8192         0  92160     0     0      0     0     0     0 
6 ScanTime_UTC 64981.    65618         0    240     0     0      0     0     0     0 
7 SurfP          872.     1013         0  23040     0     0      0     0     0     0 
8 TPW              0.7      61.9       0  23040     0     0      0     0     0     0 
9 TSkin          232.      305.        0  23040     0     0      0     0     0     0 
SND file report 
# A tibble: 7 × 11 
  FIELD                 MIN     MAX MISSING   TOTAL  DMIN   M99 MEDIAN  MEAN   P99  DMAX 
  <chr>               <dbl>   <dbl>   <int>   <int> <dbl> <dbl>  <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> 
1 ChiSqr           0.0337      26.7       0   23040     0     0      0     0     0     0 
2 Latitude        24.0         64.9       0   23040     0     0      0     0     0     0 
3 Longitude     -110.         -61.3       0   23040     0     0      0     0     0     0 
4 PTemp          189.         298.        0 2304000     0     0      0     0     0     0 
5 PVapor           0.000944    18.9       0 2304000     0     0      0     0     0     0 
6 Qc               0         8192         0   92160     0     0      0     0     0     0 
7 ScanTime_UTC 64981.       65618         0     240     0     0      0     0     0     0 
 
 
The two panels are for FIELDs from the imager file (IMG) and from the sounder file (SND). MIN 
and MAX are the minimum and maximum of the FIELD in each row, MISSING is the count of 
missing values and TOTAL is the total number of values (including any MISSING).  The 
remaining columns are difference statistics for the FIELDs (your just computed values LESS the 
ones supplied with the test data package).  MEAN and MEDIAN are mean and median of the 
differences.  If there are some differences found, 99% of the values have differences in the 
range M99 to P99.  DMIN and DMAX are the minimum and maximum differences found. 
 
You should expect the vast majority of results to have differences at or near zero.  If so you can 
consider the installation as verified and CSPP_MIRS is now ready to use on your data. 
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On completion there will be several NetCDF files in the work/ directory with names like this: 
 
 
NPR-MIRS-IMG_v11r8_ma1_s202201271535073_e202201271547125_c202202021521460.nc 
NPR-MIRS-IMG_v11r8_ma3_s202201271448311_e202201271458445_c202202021523420.nc 
NPR-MIRS-IMG_v11r8_n19_s202201272309288_e202201272317581_c202202021515120.nc 
NPR-MIRS-IMG_v11r8_n20_s202201271803013_e202201271813409_c202202021519250.nc 
NPR-MIRS-IMG_v11r8_npp_s202201271853413_e202201271904529_c202202021516340.nc 
NPR-MIRS-SND_v11r8_ma1_s202201271535073_e202201271547125_c202202021521460.nc 
NPR-MIRS-SND_v11r8_ma3_s202201271448311_e202201271458445_c202202021523420.nc 
NPR-MIRS-SND_v11r8_n19_s202201272309288_e202201272317581_c202202021515120.nc 
NPR-MIRS-SND_v11r8_n20_s202201271803013_e202201271813409_c202202021519250.nc 
NPR-MIRS-SND_v11r8_npp_s202201271853413_e202201271904529_c202202021516340.nc 
 
 
The files including IMG in their name are the MiRS Image Product files, and the files including 
SND in their filenames are the MiRS Sounding Product files. Both product file types are in 
NetCDF4 format. The contents of these are described in section 4.3 of the ‘NOAA MIRS 
Interface Control Document’ (MIRS_Interface-Control-Document.pdf).  Note that some MiRS 
product fields are considered experimental and some have space reserved but no values 
retrieved. For more information see the ‘MIRS Delivery Memorandum Version 11.8’ 
(MIRS_Delivery_Memo.pdf). 
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